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Numerical	  simula7ons	  

Verifica7on	  of	  the	  analy7cal	  model	  

Lee	  waves	  and	  hydraulic	  jumps	  

Lee	  waves	  are	  horizontally	  propaga7ng	  internal	  gravity	  waves	  that	  are	  trapped	  ver7cally	  in	  a	  layer	  of	  finite	  
depth.	  In	  this	  layer	  they	  can	  extend	  horizontally	  over	  hundreds	  of	  kilometers.	  When	  condensa7on	  occurs	  in	  
their	  crests,	  waves	  can	  be	  frequently	  observed	  in	  satellite	  images	  in	  the	  lee	  of	  mountainous	  areas	  around	  the	  
globe	  (see	  image	  below).	  
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Lee	  wave	  train	  emerging	  from	  the	  Croa7an	  coast.	  (MODIS	  image	  
on	  10	  Feb.	  2015)	  	  	  

(c)	  NASA	  Earthdata	  
MoDvaDon	  
The	   factors	   governing	   the	   wavelength	  
of	   lee	  waves	  are	  well	  understood	   from	  
linear	   theory,	  but	   the	  amplitude	   is	   sDll	  
relaDvely	  unexplored.	  	  
Large	   amplitude	   lee	   waves	   can	   cause	  
low	   level	   turbulence	   in	   atmospheric	  
rotors	  and	  pose	  a	  hazard	  for	  avia7on.	  	  

Aim	  of	  this	  study:	  	  
Formulate	  a	  simple	  analy7cal	  model	  for	  
the	   amplitude	   of	   waves	   on	   the	  
boundary	  layer	  inversion	  

A = f (N2, U, Δθ, h1, …)	  

Energy	  source	  model	  (Klemp	  et	  al.	  1997):	   Wave	  propagaDon	  model:	  
lower (expanding) layer and energy accumulation in the upper (contracting) layer is87

more realistic, as was shown by Klemp et al. (1997, hereafter KRS). In this walk [???],88

we use the KRS model to estimate the available energy at an internal jump.89

• For the flow sketched in Fig. 1, the energy flux convergence at the internal jump is90

(according to KRS)91

∆EF = − ρ̂U3d(d− ha)(d− 2hf )(hf − ha)
3

2h2
f (d− hf )

2(2d− hf − ha)
[J m

−1
s
−1
]. (1)

Here, d is the channel depth, while hf and ha denote the interface height upstream92

and downstream of the jump respectively. The horizontal wind speed U is vertically93

uniform and ρ̂ = (ρ1 + ρ2)/2 is the density at the interface. The densities in both fluid94

layers are assumed to be constant, which is a good approximation for the lower part95

of the troposphere. Since the flow direction in KRS is opposite of that in Fig. 1, we96

have added a minus in front of Eq. (1). A detailed derivation of Eq. (1) is out of the97

scope of this paper and can be found in KRS and Li and Cummins (1998).98

• The expression for the energy flux convergence Eq. (1) can be cast in nondimensional99

form using the parameters ∆EF/ρ̂U3ha, ha/hf and ha/d. The dependence of the100

nondimensional energy flux convergence on channel depth and jump size is shown in101

Fig. 2 for the most relevant parameter space in the context of lee waves. Clearly, the102

influence of the jump size dominates over the channel depth d. It is also apparent that103

the impact of d can be neglected for an infinitely deep layer such as the atmosphere.104

• Having described the energy source of a lee wave using hydraulic theory, in the next105

section we will relate this available energy to the amplitude of lee waves using linear106

theory.107
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The	  idea: 	  	  
Describe	  the	  energy	  source	  and	  the	  wave	  propaga7on	  with	  two	  separate	  
models.	   A	   similar	   approach	   has	   been	   used	   almost	   a	   century	   ago	   to	  
determine	  the	  amplitude	  of	  waves	  on	  the	  water	  surface	  	  
	  

Assuming	   we	  obtain	  
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A = f (N2, U, Δθ, h1 = ha, hf, λ)	  

Details	  

θ	


N2 > 0	


N1 = 0	

Δθ	
h1	  

z	

d	  

4	  

tion terms u�
i p

�
i and w�

i p
�
i represent horizontal and vertical wind speed perturbations135

multiplied with the pressure perturbation p� and averaged over one wavelength. Since136

the wave disturbance is trapped in the channel, its phase lines are vertical and the137

energy flux EFz is zero in both layers. The perturbations u�
i and p�i can be derived138

from the displacement field η(x, z�), which results from relaxing the imposed wave139

mode η0 towards zero-displacement boundary conditions at the walls of the channel140

(see the Appendix for details). Inserting u�
i and p�i into Eq. (2) gives the total vertically141

integrated horizontal energy flux across the channel (in [J m
−1

s
−1
])142

EFx =
ρ̂A2C3

4

�
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�
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2

��
.

(4)

Here, ni = −(k2 − N2
i /C

2
)
1/2

is the decay rate of the displacement η in each layer143

and ρ̂ is the density at the interface [verify if that’s correct]. The two terms in the144

curly brackets of Eq. (4) represent the decay of the energy flux with increasing vertical145

distance from the interface in the respective layers. Solving Eq. (4) for the amplitude146

yields147

A =

�
4EFx

ρ̂C3

�
n1

�
e2n1h1 − e−2n1h1 + 4n1h1

(en1h1 − e−n1h1)
2

�
+ n2

�
e2n2h2 − e−2n2h2 + 4n2h2

(e−n2h2 − en2h2)
2

��− 1
2

.

(5)

So far, we have assumed that the fluid is at rest. In the atmosphere, however, lee waves148

are excited when flow with speed U (> 0) moves over an obstacle. Since lee waves are149

typically stationary with respect to a fixed location at the ground (c = C + U = 0),150

the phase speed of the wave disturbance η0 must oppose the mean flow with C = −U .151

In what follows, we emphasize some important properties of Eq. (5) in this context.152

• First, in order to maintain a real root, the energy flux has to be negative because153

C = −U is negative. This implies that energy has to be transported against the154

wind, similar to internal gravity waves (Nappo 2012). Second, the amplitude depends155

significantly (through n1 and n2) on the wavelength of the disturbance, as is evident in156
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L/λ. Thus, the size of the lee wave train will be in scale with the obstacle. [connect223

to next paragraph]224

• In order to determine the theoretical amplitude Ath, we begin with estimating the225

available energy flux ∆EF using the energy-source component (Eq. 1) of the analytical226

model. Accordingly, we need to know the upstream flow parameters (N2, U , ∆θ, h1 and227

d) and the downstream jump parameters (ha, hf and λ). The former are a priory known228

from the flow setup and the latter are determined from the interface displacement in229

the simulations and water tank experiments. The minimum interface height in the lee230

of the mountain denotes hf and the mean height of the largest lee wave crest denotes231

ha. Using λ we can calculate ∆EF with Eq. (1). Assuming that EFx = ∆EF we can232

finally estimate the amplitude Ath using the linear wave component Eq. (4). In the233

next section, the results from the linear and nonlinear experiments are presented.234

4. Results235

a. Linear experiment236

• The validity of the linear wave component Eq. (4) of the analytical framework is237

verified. We begin with examining the numerical simulations in terms of wavelength238

and wave energy flux. In the corresponding model runs, the inversion strength has239

been varied between ∆θ = [4, 20] K. According to interfacial wave theory (Vosper 2004;240

Sachsperger et al. 2015) an increasing inversion strength leads to a shorter wavelength241

λ. Respectively, λ varies between [6.4, 2.3] km as is shown in Fig. 6a (black dots).242

Obviously, in addition to the wavelength the inversion strength also impacts the wave243

energy flux EFx of the lee wave train, which reaches a maximum for ∆θ = 11 K244

(Fr = 0.52). Both parameters (λ and EFx) impact the amplitude A = max(η0) of a245

lee wave according to Eq. (4). The values of A resulting from the parameter space246
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5	  

In	  this	  work,	  we	  extend	  Lemoine’s	  approach	  to	  determine	  the	  amplitude	  of	  atmospheric	  lee	  waves	  on	  
the	  boundary	  layer	  inversion.	  

Two-‐layer	  hydraulic	  theory	  

Linear	  gravity	  wave	  theory	  

1	  

2	  

3	  

4	  

5	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  High	  obstacle:	  the	  flow	  is	  par7ally	  blocked	  and	  a	  hydraulic	  jump	  forms	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  DissipaDon	  in	  the	  jump:	  	  the	  flow	  loses	  energy	  in	  the	  form	  of	  turbulence	  	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Rayleigh	  (1914)	  found	  that	  the	  rate	  of	  energy	  loss	  depends	  on	  the	  jump	  size	  (ha - hf)	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Favre	  (1935)	  found	  that	  in	  weak	  jumps	  energy	  does	  not	  dissipate	  but	  radiate	  through	  laminar	  waves	  
	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Lemoine	  (1948)	  coupled	  Rayleigh’s	  energy	  loss	  model	  with	  a	  linear	  wave	  model	  

Large	  amplitude	  lee	  waves	  can	  be	  explained	  with	  shallow	  water	  theory:	  

Water	  tank	  experiments	  

(c)	  Stefano	  Serafin	  

Picture	  of	   the	  water	   tank	   in	  which	  the	  
experiments	  were	  carried	  out.	  

Δρ	  
N2 > 0	


N1 > 0	


Mountain	  

•  Data	  from	  the	  HyIV-‐CNRS-‐SECORO	  experiment	  

•  Measurements	  of	  laboratory	  flows	  in	  a	  20	  m	  long	  
water	  tank	  at	  CNRM	  (Météo	  France)	  	  

•  Two-‐layer	   flow	   setup	   according	   to	   a	   predefined	  
density	  profile	  (see	  figure	  below)	  

•  A	  mountain	  was	  towed	  with	  various	  speeds	  along	  
the	  bohom	  boundary	  

•  Different	   flow	   responses	   occur	   depending	   on	  
Froude	  number	  Fr  =  U/(g’h1)1/2	   	  and	   	  nondim.	  
mountain	  height	  H/h1  (see	  Figure	  ★	  on	  the	  right	  
side)	  

Experiment	  descripDon:	  

Laboratory	  experiments	  

universität	  
	  innsbruck	  
	  

x	  

z	  

Model	   CM1	  R16	  (Bryan	  Cloud	  Model)	  
Domain	  size	   2880	  x	  145	  gridpoints	  in	  x	  and	  z	  direc7on	  
Resolu7on	   Δx	  =	  50	  m	  and	  Δz	  =	  50	  m	  below	  z	  =	  2	  km	  	  

(stretching	  to	  Δz	  =	  200	  m	  above)	  
Mountain	   H	  =	  1000	  m	  and	  L	  =	  5000	  m	  
U	   10	  m/s	   θ	


N2 > 0	


N1 = 0	

Δθ	
h1	  

z	


Water	  tank	  experiment	  (	  par7cles	  )	  

Numerical	  Simula7on	  (	  u’ )	  

Scaling	  of	  interfacial	  flows	  

•  NH/U	

•  H/L	


•  Fr	

•  H/h1	


Scale	  the	  mountain	  wave	  response	  	  

Scale	  the	  flow	  transi7on	  over	  the	  obstacle	  

Q:	  Will	  the	  lee	  wavelength	  and	  amplitude	  (λ,  A∼  u’)	  
be	  in	  scale	  as	  well?	  

Q:	  How	  to	  determine	  the	  simula7on	  setup	  from	  the	  
laboratory	  experiments	  if	  the	  scale	  is	  different?	  	  
(laboratory	  ∼	  1	  m,	  simula7ons	  ∼	  1000	  m)	  

A:	  Using	  the	  nondimensional	  numbers:	  

A:	  Yes.	  It	  can	  be	  shown	  that:	  
•  L/λ     ∼ H/h1 and Fr	

•  |u’/U| ∼ H/h1 ,	  Fr and NH/U	


Numerical	  models	   Most	  advanced	  tools	  to	  simulate	  flows	  

Give	  the	  best	  es7mate	  of	  the	  flow	  field	  in	  the	  water	  tank	  experiments	  

Are	   numerical	   simula7ons	   more	   accurate	   than	   the	   analy7cal	   model	   in	   reproducing	   the	  
amplitudes	  in	  the	  water	  tank?	  

Details:	  

useful	  to	  study	  waves	  because	  the	  flow	  can	  be	  controlled	  
environmental	  influences	  are	  minimized	  

Can	  the	  analy7cal	  model	  reproduce	  the	  measured	  amplitudes	  in	  the	  water	  tank	  experiments?	  

Parameters	  for	  analyDcal	  model	  

speed field and, Second, it is averaged over one wavelength and integrated vertically246

in the layer 0 < z < 2h1. Averaging over more than one wave crest did not show247

a significant effect on the results. The amplitude and wavelength of the simulated248

lee wave are determined from the displacement of the isentrope in the center of the249

inversion layer, θinv = θ0 +∆θ/2.250

• In the second experiment, which we refer to as the amplitude experiment, we compare251

the measured amplitudes of the simulations Asim and water tank experiments Aobs252

with the amplitude Ath estimated from (Eq. 1 and 5). The numerical simulations in253

the amplitude experiment are similar to those in the energy-flux experiment, but with254

a higher mountain (H = 1000 m). The upstream flow conditions (N2, h1 and ∆θ)255

correspond to those of the water tank experiments and are determined from similarity256

theory, as explained in the previous Section. The details are shown in (Tab. 3b).257

• In order to determine Ath, we begin with estimating the available energy flux ∆EF258

using (Eq. 1). Accordingly, we need to know the upstream flow parameters (N2, U ,259

∆θ, h1 and d) and the downstream jump parameters (ha, hf and λ). The former are260

known a priori while the latter are obtained from the interface displacement in the261

simulations and water tank experiments. We determine hf as the minimum interface262

height in the lee of the mountain denotes and ha as the mean height of the largest263

lee wave crest. Using ha and hf together with the upstream flow parameters we can264

calculate ∆EF with Eq. (1). Assuming that EFx = ∆EF , i.e., the wave energy flux265

equals the energy accumulation at the hydraulic transition (undular jump), we can266

finally estimate the amplitude Ath using Eq. (5). In what follows, the results from the267

energy-flux and amplitude experiments are presented.268
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1)	  Upstream	  flow	  profile:	   a	  priori	  known	  

speed field and, Second, it is averaged over one wavelength and integrated vertically246

in the layer 0 < z < 2h1. Averaging over more than one wave crest did not show247

a significant effect on the results. The amplitude and wavelength of the simulated248

lee wave are determined from the displacement of the isentrope in the center of the249

inversion layer, θinv = θ0 +∆θ/2.250

• In the second experiment, which we refer to as the amplitude experiment, we compare251

the measured amplitudes of the simulations Asim and water tank experiments Aobs252

with the amplitude Ath estimated from (Eq. 1 and 5). The numerical simulations in253

the amplitude experiment are similar to those in the energy-flux experiment, but with254

a higher mountain (H = 1000 m). The upstream flow conditions (N2, h1 and ∆θ)255

correspond to those of the water tank experiments and are determined from similarity256

theory, as explained in the previous Section. The details are shown in (Tab. 3b).257

• In order to determine Ath, we begin with estimating the available energy flux ∆EF258

using (Eq. 1). Accordingly, we need to know the upstream flow parameters (N2, U ,259

∆θ, h1 and d) and the downstream jump parameters (ha, hf and λ). The former are260

known a priori while the latter are obtained from the interface displacement in the261

simulations and water tank experiments. We determine hf as the minimum interface262

height in the lee of the mountain denotes and ha as the mean height of the largest263

lee wave crest. Using ha and hf together with the upstream flow parameters we can264

calculate ∆EF with Eq. (1). Assuming that EFx = ∆EF , i.e., the wave energy flux265

equals the energy accumulation at the hydraulic transition (undular jump), we can266

finally estimate the amplitude Ath using Eq. (5). In what follows, the results from the267

energy-flux and amplitude experiments are presented.268
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• The relevance of NH/U as a nonlinearity parameter for internal gravity waves is de-344

scribed by Baines (1995, p. 239). The scale for u� is derived from the scale for w� using345

the incompressible mass continuity constraint |∂u�
/∂x| = |∂w�

/∂z|. For flow over a346

mountain with scales H and L, the vertical wind speed perturbation and its vertical347

gradient are obtained from the parallel flow condition as w� = U∂h/∂x ∼ UH/L and348

|∂w�
/∂z| = |∂u�

/∂x| ∼ NH/L (since ∂z = U/N is the maximum vertical displacement349

in stratified flow, Smith 1990). It follows that the horizontal wind speed perturbation350

scales as NH, and correspondingly that |u�
/U | ∼ NH/U .351

A similar approach can be used for interfacial waves in two-layer flow. The parallel352

flow condition along the wave disturbance η0 gives an expression for the vertical wind353

speed perturbation w
� = U∂η0/∂x ∼ UA/L, where A is the amplitude and L is the354

characteristic length scale of the interfacial wave. Since the trapped wave is evanes-355

cent in the upper layer, the amplitude decays exponentially with height according to356

w
�en2z� . Thus, the vertical gradient at the interface (z� = 0) scales approximately as357

∂w
�
/∂z ∼ An2U/L. Using again the continuity equation for the horizontal wind speed358

perturbation yields u� ∼ An2U and359

|u�
/U | ∼ |An2| =

����
�
A

2
k
2 − (NA/U)2

�1/2
���� . (8)

In order to determine this nonlinearity parameter entirely from the upstream flow360

profile, we need to scale the horizontal wavenumber k and the amplitude A. For k we361

use the frequency dispersion relationship of interfacial waves k = g
�
/(2U2), which is362

accurate for waves in deep-water flow (when kh1 � 1, Turner 1973). For the amplitude363

we use the mountain height H, which is a good approximation for large amplitude lee364

waves for which ha − hf is large. With these two scales, Eq. (8) can be rearranged to365

γ = |u�
/U | ∼

����

��
1

2

H

h1
Fr

−2

�2

− (NH/U)2
�1/2���� . (9)
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Since γ depends only on the characteristic nondimensional numbers of the system, it366

becomes clear that the ratio |u�
/U |, i.e. the nonlinearity of the wave, is constant across367

scales as well. It follows from Eq. (9) that γ → NH/U for ∆θ → 0.368

• According to the breaking criterion |u�
/U | � 1, lee waves must reach critical amplitude369

if the parameter γ in Eq. (9) approaches unity. The isoline of γ = 1 (withNH/U = 0.5)370

is overlaid (dashed line) on the flow regimes of the water tank experiments in Fig. 5.371

It is apparent that this line accurately reproduces the regime transition between lee372

waves and hydraulic jumps. A similar result can be obtained from overlaying this373

contour over the regime diagram by Vosper (2004), see Fig. 9. This analysis suggests374

that hydraulic jumps represent the limiting case of breaking lee waves.375

6. Summary and Conclusions376

• We have extended Lemoine’s (1948) theoretical model for the amplitude of surface377

water waves to atmospheric flows in order to determine the amplitude of lee waves.378

The model consists of two submodels that describe the energy source and the wave379

propagation separately. Our verification showed that the accuracy of the theoretical380

model in predicting measured wave amplitudes in water tank experiments is compa-381

rable with that of high resolution numerical simulations. Moreover, the comparison382

of the theoretical results with the simulations is excellent, even for large amplitude383

lee waves. Given the good agreement between theory, simulations and measurements384

we may draw further conclusions on the dynamics of atmospheric lee waves on the385

boundary layer inversion.386

• Our investigations confirm Scorer’s (1949) statement that the dynamics of interfacial387

lee waves are similar to those of surface water waves. This becomes apparent as the388

extended Lemoine model can explain well the amplitude behaviour of atmospheric389
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It	  can	  be	  shown	  that	  hydraulic	  jumps	  correspond	  to	  the	  limi7ng	  case	  of	  breaking	  lee	  waves.	  	  

Another process that might play a role is the development of a propagating jump319

upstream of the mountain. Since blocking reduces the mass and energy flux over the320

obstacle, neglecting it results in an overestimation of the amplitude. A detailed analysis321

on the impact of these two processes on the terms in the energy budget of the flow is322

out of the scope of the paper and left for future research. In any case, the influence of323

those processes on the present results is marginal.324

• In Fig. 8c the comparison of theory with water tank experiments is presented. Again,325

the agreement is reasonably good, considering that the comparison of the laboratory326

flows with numerical simulations showed large scatter as well (Fig. 8a).327

• In summary, we showed that wave amplitudes are proportional to the wave energy flux328

even when amplitudes are large (Fig. 7b). Furthermore, the verification of the analyt-329

ical amplitude model (Eq. 1 and 5) showed very good agreement with the numerical330

simulations. In a third test, we found that the performance of the analytical model is331

comparable to that of numerical simulations in predicting the wave amplitude in water332

tank experiments.333

5. Discussion334

• In this section, we discuss the limiting case of a breaking lee wave forming a hydraulic335

jump. If the amplitude of a gravity wave becomes too large, it will break and dissipate336

energy. In general, wave breaking occurs when the horizontal wind speed perturbation337

opposes the mean flow causing stagnation, i.e., when |u�
/U | � 1 (Baines 1995). For338

vertically propagating hydrostatic waves in a continuously stratified atmosphere this339

happens when the nonlinearity parameter NH/U � 1. Similarly, lee waves at an340

inversion can break up into a hydraulic jump if their amplitude is sufficiently large.341

In analogy to NH/U , a nonlinearity parameter can be formulated also for interfacial342
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In	  general,	  gravity	  waves	  break	  when	   (Baines	  1995)	  

(e.g.	  Baines	  1995)	  

Results	  

Interfacial	  lee	  wave	  dynamics:	  
•  Similar	  dynamics	  as	  surface	  water	  waves	  
•  Hydraulic	  jumps	  -‐>	  limi7ng	  case	  of	  breaking	  lee	  waves	  

Analy7cal	  model:	  
•  The	  lee	  wave	  amplitude	  can	  be	  determined	  analy7cally	  
•  The	  key	  element	  is	  to	  describe	  the	  energy	  source	  with	  hydraulic	  theory	  
•  The	  accuracy	  of	  the	  analy7cal	  model	  is	  comparable	  to	  that	  of	  simula7ons	  

Outlook:	  

Extend	  the	  model	  to	  resonant	  lee	  waves	  

Test	  the	  analy7cal	  	  model	  with	  atmospheric	  observa7ons	  

Test	  the	  accuracy	  of	  other	  hydraulic	  models	  

A/H	   A/H	   A/H	  
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good, considering that the comparison of the laboratory flows with

numerical simulations showed large scatter as well (Fig. 8a).

In summary, we showed that wave amplitudes are proportional

to the wave energy flux even when amplitudes are large

(Fig. 7b). Furthermore, the verification of the analytical amplitude

model (Eq. 4 and 5) showed very good agreement with the

numerical simulations (Fig. 8b). In a third test, we found that

the performance of the analytical model is comparable to that of

numerical simulations in predicting the wave amplitude in water

tank experiments (Fig. 8a and 8c).

5. Discussion

The amplitude model described in Section 2 and 4 can be

used to understand the conditions under which an interfacial lee

wave reaches critical amplitude and breaks. In general, wave

breaking occurs when the horizontal wind speed perturbation

opposes the mean flow causing stagnation, i.e., when |u�/U | �

1 (Baines 1995). For vertically propagating hydrostatic waves

in a continuously stratified atmosphere this happens when the

nonlinearity parameter NH/U � 1. Similarly, lee waves at an

inversion can break up into a hydraulic jump if their amplitude is

sufficiently large. In analogy to NH/U , a nonlinearity parameter

can be formulated also for interfacial waves.

The relevance of NH/U as a nonlinearity parameter for

internal gravity waves is described by Baines (1995, p. 239).

The scale for u
� is derived from the scale for w

� using the

incompressible mass continuity constraint |∂u�/∂x| = |∂w�
/∂z|.

For flow over a mountain with scales H and L, the vertical

wind speed perturbation and its vertical gradient are obtained

from the parallel flow condition as w
� = U∂h/∂x ∼ UH/L and

|∂w�
/∂z| ∼ NH/L; ∂/∂z ∼ N/U since U/N is the maximum

vertical displacement in stratified flow (Smith 1990). It follows

that the horizontal wind speed perturbation scales as NH , and

correspondingly that |u�/U | ∼ NH/U .

A similar approach can be used for interfacial waves in two-

layer flow. The parallel flow condition along the wave disturbance

η0 gives an expression for the vertical wind speed perturbation

w
� = U∂η0/∂x ∼ UA/L, where A is the amplitude and L is

the characteristic length scale of the interfacial wave. Since the

trapped wave is evanescent in the upper layer, its amplitude decays

exponentially with height according to w
�en2z

�
. Thus, the vertical

gradient of w
� at the interface (z� = 0) scales approximately as

∂w
�
/∂z ∼ An2U/L. Using again the continuity equation for the

horizontal wind speed perturbation yields u� ∼ An2U and

|u�/U | ∼ |An2| =
����
�
A
2
k
2 − (NA/U)2

�1/2���� . (9)

In order to determine this nonlinearity parameter entirely from

the upstream flow profile, we need to scale the horizontal

wavenumber k and the amplitude A. For k, we use the frequency

dispersion relationship of lee waves on the boundary-layer

inversion k = g
�
/(2U2) +N

2
/(2g�), which is accurate for waves

in deep-water flow (when kh1 � 1, Sachsperger et al. 2015). For

the amplitude, we use the mountain height H , which is a good

approximation for large amplitude lee waves (for which ha − hf

is large). With these two scales, Eq. (9) can be rearranged to

|u�/U | ∼
����

��
1
2
H

h1
Fr

−2
�2

− 1
2
(NH/U)2 +

σ

4

�1/2���� = γ ,

(10)

where σ = (UN/g
�)2 is the ratio between the perturbation

pressure associated with waves above the inversion (∼ NU ) and

the density jump across the inversion (∼ g
�) (Jiang 2014). In

the case of nonhydrostatic lee waves, σ is small (Sachsperger

et al. 2015) and therefore neglected. Since γ depends only on the

characteristic nondimensional numbers of the system, it becomes

clear that the ratio |u�/U |, i.e. the nonlinearity of the wave, is

constant across scales as well.

According to the breaking criterion |u�/U | � 1, lee waves must

reach critical amplitude if the parameter γ in Eq. (10) exceeds

unity. The isoline of γ = 1 (with NH/U = 0.5; NH/U ranges

in the experiments between 0.3 and 0.6) is overlaid (dashed line)

on the flow regimes of the water tank experiments in Fig. 5.

It is apparent that this line accurately reproduces the regime

transition between lee waves and hydraulic jumps. A similar

result can be obtained by overlaying this contour (black dashed)

over the regime diagram by Vosper (2004), see Fig. 9. This

analysis suggests that hydraulic jumps correspond to the limiting

case of breaking lee waves. Moreover, Fig. 9 reveals that free-

atmospheric stratification has relatively weak influence on γ.

Although NH/U = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 (black dashed and grey lines) is
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good, considering that the comparison of the laboratory flows with

numerical simulations showed large scatter as well (Fig. 8a).

In summary, we showed that wave amplitudes are proportional

to the wave energy flux even when amplitudes are large

(Fig. 7b). Furthermore, the verification of the analytical amplitude

model (Eq. 4 and 5) showed very good agreement with the

numerical simulations (Fig. 8b). In a third test, we found that

the performance of the analytical model is comparable to that of

numerical simulations in predicting the wave amplitude in water

tank experiments (Fig. 8a and 8c).

5. Discussion

The amplitude model described in Section 2 and 4 can be

used to understand the conditions under which an interfacial lee

wave reaches critical amplitude and breaks. In general, wave

breaking occurs when the horizontal wind speed perturbation

opposes the mean flow causing stagnation, i.e., when |u�/U | �

1 (Baines 1995). For vertically propagating hydrostatic waves

in a continuously stratified atmosphere this happens when the

nonlinearity parameter NH/U � 1. Similarly, lee waves at an

inversion can break up into a hydraulic jump if their amplitude is

sufficiently large. In analogy to NH/U , a nonlinearity parameter

can be formulated also for interfacial waves.

The relevance of NH/U as a nonlinearity parameter for

internal gravity waves is described by Baines (1995, p. 239).

The scale for u
� is derived from the scale for w

� using the

incompressible mass continuity constraint |∂u�/∂x| = |∂w�
/∂z|.

For flow over a mountain with scales H and L, the vertical

wind speed perturbation and its vertical gradient are obtained

from the parallel flow condition as w
� = U∂h/∂x ∼ UH/L and

|∂w�
/∂z| ∼ NH/L; ∂/∂z ∼ N/U since U/N is the maximum

vertical displacement in stratified flow (Smith 1990). It follows

that the horizontal wind speed perturbation scales as NH , and

correspondingly that |u�/U | ∼ NH/U .

A similar approach can be used for interfacial waves in two-

layer flow. The parallel flow condition along the wave disturbance

η0 gives an expression for the vertical wind speed perturbation

w
� = U∂η0/∂x ∼ UA/L, where A is the amplitude and L is

the characteristic length scale of the interfacial wave. Since the

trapped wave is evanescent in the upper layer, its amplitude decays

exponentially with height according to w
�en2z

�
. Thus, the vertical

gradient of w
� at the interface (z� = 0) scales approximately as

∂w
�
/∂z ∼ An2U/L. Using again the continuity equation for the

horizontal wind speed perturbation yields u� ∼ An2U and

|u�/U | ∼ |An2| =
����
�
A
2
k
2 − (NA/U)2

�1/2���� . (9)

In order to determine this nonlinearity parameter entirely from

the upstream flow profile, we need to scale the horizontal

wavenumber k and the amplitude A. For k, we use the frequency

dispersion relationship of lee waves on the boundary-layer

inversion k = g
�
/(2U2) +N

2
/(2g�), which is accurate for waves

in deep-water flow (when kh1 � 1, Sachsperger et al. 2015). For

the amplitude, we use the mountain height H , which is a good

approximation for large amplitude lee waves (for which ha − hf

is large). With these two scales, Eq. (9) can be rearranged to

|u�/U | ∼
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where σ = (UN/g
�)2 is the ratio between the perturbation

pressure associated with waves above the inversion (∼ NU ) and

the density jump across the inversion (∼ g
�) (Jiang 2014). In

the case of nonhydrostatic lee waves, σ is small (Sachsperger

et al. 2015) and therefore neglected. Since γ depends only on the

characteristic nondimensional numbers of the system, it becomes

clear that the ratio |u�/U |, i.e. the nonlinearity of the wave, is

constant across scales as well.

According to the breaking criterion |u�/U | � 1, lee waves must

reach critical amplitude if the parameter γ in Eq. (10) exceeds

unity. The isoline of γ = 1 (with NH/U = 0.5; NH/U ranges

in the experiments between 0.3 and 0.6) is overlaid (dashed line)

on the flow regimes of the water tank experiments in Fig. 5.

It is apparent that this line accurately reproduces the regime

transition between lee waves and hydraulic jumps. A similar

result can be obtained by overlaying this contour (black dashed)

over the regime diagram by Vosper (2004), see Fig. 9. This

analysis suggests that hydraulic jumps correspond to the limiting

case of breaking lee waves. Moreover, Fig. 9 reveals that free-

atmospheric stratification has relatively weak influence on γ.

Although NH/U = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 (black dashed and grey lines) is
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